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Disclaimer: The images used in this presentation are found from different sources all over 
the Internet and are assumed to be in public domain and are displayed under the fair use 

principle. These images are not property of Virtuous Triad. The presentation is only for 
educational purposes mainly for food handlers.   



To be healthy 



Logical. Hand washing 
has proved  the best 
way to keep you 
healthy against flu, dirt, 
biological hazards etc.  
 



To handle foods safely 



1 out of 3 food poisonings worldwide is taking place because 
of dirty hands or incomplete hand washing!  

 



To avoid killing somebody! 



3.000 souls in U.S. are 
lost because of food 

poisoning (Source:  CDC)! 
351.000 people are dying 

because of food 
poisoning globally 

(Source: WHO)! 
 

 



To avoid sending somebody to 
hospital 



128.000 persons are hospitalized every year in U.S. (Source: 
CDC) because of food poisoning, 5.946 in E.U. in 2013! 

(Source: EFSA) 
 

 



To be the example!  



Scientific studies 
have shown that 
hand washing 
behavior of seniors 
plays a crucial 
influence on other 
staff. In other words 
seniors act as role 
models! 

 
 



To minimize the risk 



Everybody says that! From Canadian Centre for 
Occupational Health and Safety & UNICEF to 

The Thailand Centre for Evidence Based 
Nursing and Midwifery & European Center for 
Disease Prevention and Control. Everybody!  

 
 



To honor the effort of your 
parents 



It’s not a small thing! 
Just think about it! 

Assume a family with 
1 kid. Assume the kid 
starts to wash hands 

at the age of two 
without any help. 

Assume that a parent 
advices the kid each 

day for lunch / dinner 
/ supper until the age 
of 12. Do the math!!!   

 
 

Diagoras! 



To boost your organization’s  
reputation on hand washing. 



That counts double if you are working in the food sector! 
When customers actually see restaurant’s personnel washing 

their hands not only they feel more safe to consume the 
prepared food but also they spread the word to their friends 

(ok not as fast as a bad experience but they do it!)     
 
 



To reduce your company’s cost 
from possible food poisoning 



In case a food company is responsible for food poisoning 
Insurance fees are elevated! According to The Huffington 

Post food poisonings costs roughly $70 billion dollars a year in 
the U.S. alone!   

 
 



 To shine on! 



It’s like a smile. Clean 
hands give you the 

feeling of a morning 
shower!  

 



Just think… 



How lucky  
you  are… 



…while others  
are not. 



It’s in your hands  
– literally –  

for a better world.  
Help yourself, your teammates, 

your organization!  



www.virtuoustriad.com 

Thank you for watching!  

Stay tuned! 
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